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Co-ordinates: -39.49, 176.84
Site Approximately 5m above
sea level.
Goal: Self sufficient food
production.
Add a little bit of body text
Zone 1; Kitchen garden,
featuring bio-intensive garden
beds, aquaponics system and
food producing tree crops along
driveway entrance.
Zone 2: Featuring orchard
guilds and chicken tractor
garden.
Zone 3: Rotational grazing
system
Zone 4: Bee fodder plants or
poultry and plantings to
stabilise hillside.
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paved
entertaining
area

fruit tree
guilds
aquaponics
system in
glasshouse
next to pond

along drive
olive trees
(maybe
fenced)

low shrubs
(natives)

Concepts
Zone 1

vegetable
beds

low stone wall, curved
around round
entertaining area

native
grasses

low shrubs
(natives)

sea berry
hedge

Largely low maintenance
planting along driveway and
drain, with a hedge of sea berries
that can withstand salt water in
soil.
Olive trees along driveway, which
could be fenced and grazed to
keep understorey clear or
planted heavily with
Mediterranean herbs such as
lavender and rosemary.
Next to pond site a glasshouse
with free draining floor that will
drain back into pond and solar
panel on roof to pump water up
from pond.

fruit trees
(maybe
pomegranate)
fence

biointensive
vegetable beds

geese

biointensive
vegetable beds

Zone 1

paved pathway

raised
vegetable beds
apple trees

fence

cider
apples

Concepts

sea berries

Lots of fenced off areas in this
concept where geese can be moved
through to control growth of grass.
The geese are housed in fenced
area next to house when not used.
Driveway area is made use of to
grow cider apples and this planting
can be extended into other areas,
such as strip behind house or in
both cases a more diverse planting
of fruit trees used, or even kiwifruit
vines.
Next to house a paved area with
raised beds to create an
attractive space next to buildings.

Concepts
fruit trees

circular vegetable bed

fruit tree
guilds

pathway

Zone 2
In this concept there is a string of chicken
mandala gardens connected by a path weaving
up through the garden beds.
Each circular garden bed is a place to grow
vegetables and a circular movable chicken
dome if fitted over this garden with the chickens
used to till the soil, remove pests and weeds and
fertilise the spoil before the area is mulched and
replanted when the chickens are moved on.
The circular vegetable beds are surrounded by
fruit trees and rows of fruit tree guilds are
planted in unfilled areas.
Chicken mandala garden info:
https://youtu.be/p17c0xhrSTA
https://youtu.be/_dVIE3gz8No

Concepts
fruit tree
guilds

Zone 2
This design is based upon a series of fruit
tree guilds planted according to month of
year, with all fruit tree, herbs and perennial
vegetables in each row being harvested on
a particular month (for example all in
January).
With this design a year round supply of
fruit, vegetables and herbs in assured.

Concepts

sea berry
hedge
The zone 3 grazing paddocks have
been divided up to allow for better
control of stock in grazing these areas
and alto allow grass to recover
without grazing pressure.
It recommended to graze these areas
with a low density of stock
considering the high water table and
small areas involved and could be
used to fatten a few cattle over winter
or to fatten pigs over summer, or to
permanently house a small herd or
sheep or flock of geese or emu.

feijoa or other
fruiting shrub or
dwarf fruit tree

Zone 3
D

fence
gate

Concepts
Zone 3
willow to act as
shade and animal
fodder

D
border low hedge of
pittosporum or
similar to help
stabilise soil and
build fertility

The grazing paddocks have
been stabilised by
incorporating more tree crops
which will create bigger root
systems and improve soil
biodiversity and nutrient
cycling, provide animal shade
and shelter and alternative
fodder when grass short in mid
summer.

Concepts
bee hives

Zone 4
bee fodder
plants

In addition to plantings of natives
Dto stabilise slopes, this design
largely features bee fodder plants,
which could be meadow
wildflowers which could be initially
seeded and then left to allow a
natural succession of plant
communities.
A pathway could be established
through this zone for recreation
and enjoy this space while it is
being largely left to reestablish
plant communities that will supply
a diverse range of nectar sources
for the bees.

Concepts
goose pond
and house

Zone 4
fence

In this concept this area is controlled by
housing a D
permanent flock of geese which
can supply meat and eggs for the table
and keep this area clear of re-growth
vegetation.
Larger plants not able to be controlled by
the geese could be cut back with a bush
strimmer.
This would keep the area usable for
grazing by other livestock if the need
arises.
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Zone 1 - kitchen garden
The zone 1 garden features intensive production of vegetables or herbs from the raised beds
bordered with limecrete, an entertaining area with limecrete benches and pizza oven (blends with
raised beds), an area for growing blueberries and an aquapoincs system.
The zone 1 garden requires daily monitoring and harvest of products and has been designed to
provide a diversity of fresh vegetables, eggs and meat.
1. Aquaponics glasshouse for growing cuttings or vegetables
2. Pond for geese and as water source for aquaponics.
3.Geese home area with hazelnut trees and shelter.
4.. Seaberry bushes rows, with undergrowth controlled by geese.
5. Limecrete raised vegetable beds.
6. Blueberry bushes in area made specifically acidic for them.
7. Paved circular entertaining area (avoid any crack for weed control) with limecrete seating and
pizza oven.

Aquaponics
Aquaponics is a production system that integrates aquaculture (the growing of fish, water plants or
invertebrates) with hydroponics (growing plants). The benefits of integrating these systems is that the
fish provide the natural fertility of fish wastes that provide a constant high-quality source of nutrients to
grow plants, which in turn filter these nutrients out of the water to provide the fish with cleaner water.
By connecting these systems with pumps higher oxygen levels and thus higher fish densities can be
achieved, allowing for high rates of production in limited spaces. This allows for compact and effective
systems to be designed that can be located anywhere from a basement / spare room to a deck or
backyard. This high output production system can grow almost any plant at optimal growth rates and
can also be used for effective propagation of plants from cuttings.
The application of aquaponics is a growing trend with many people finding useful application of this
technology for high rates of production in small urban properties, without the mess and complexities of
growing in soil with the more complex relationships of soil fertility and biology and pest and weed
control.

Zone 2 - Orchard

Zone 2 - Orchard
January Guild
1. Gala apple
2. Sundrop apricot
3. Brunswick fig
4. Laxton currant
5. Ben Ard currant
6. Ben Rua currant
7. Williams plum

March Guild
16. R/Delicious apple
17. Reed avocado
18. Gemini Feijoa
19. Fortune plum
20. Hosui nashi
21. Blackboty peach

May Guild
28. Fuji apple
29. Bacon avocado
30. Apollo feijoa
31. Brunoro fig
32. Strawberry guava
33. Persimmon

February Guild
8. Anatoki feijoa
9. Adore apple
10. Kaffir lime
11. Sefton currant
12. Clutha apricot
13. Brown turkey fig
14. Hosui nashi
15. Hass avocado

April Guild
22. Northern spy apple
23. Apollo feijoa
24. Adriatic fig
25. Buerre Bosc pear
26. Lisborn lemon
27. Strawberry guava

June Guild
34. Zutano avocado
35. Fino chrimoya
36. Triumph feijoa
37. Villa Franca lemon
38. Bearrs lime
39. Ruby blood orange
40. Tamarillo

Zone 2 - Orchard
July / August Guild
41. Bacon avocado
42. Meyer lemon
43. Clementine mandarin
44. Seville orange
45. Golden special grapefruit
46. Mexican lime
47. Fuerte avocado

September / October Guild
48. Hass avocado
49. Morrisons grapefruit
50. Carters orange
51. Lemonade lemon
52. Kaffir lime
53. Encore mandarin
54. Reed avocado

November Guild
55. Castlebrite apricot
56. Reed avocado
57. Loganberry
58. Genoa lemon
59. Kusaie lime
60. Harwood orange
61. Camden peach

December Guild
62. Sundrop apricot
63. Hass avocado
64. Bing cherry
65. Laxton currant
66. Brunswick fig
67. Queen Giant nectarine
68. Black amber plum

Zone 2 - Orchard
With the design of a Permaculture orchard there is an emphasis on functional diversity within
plantings and inter-connectivity with other systems to introduce into an orchard system some of the
complexity found within a natural ecosystem that helps manage pests and diseases and maintain the
health of plants naturally. In essence within a permaculture orchard you are trying to provide to the
productive plants of interest an environment that can most closely represent the habitat it has evolved
to thrive in, within a modified context that allows for good yields to be obtained.
The design presented here is themed around productive plants that are commonly available at local
nursery centres and bear fruit during the same month of the year. This organises the complexity of
the permaculture orchard into an easy to harvest logic that can tie in with the movement of animals
through the orchard and focus your foraging efforts.
The planting could be added to be incorporating other layers. The most beneficial of these in our
climate would be an understory of herbs, bee fodder plants, nitrogen fixating and nutrient mining
plants and perennial vegetables. There is a wide variety among these best trailed and adapted to the
particular conditions of the site.

Zone 3 - Grazing
The grazing design breaks up the available
grazing with additional fencing to rest pasture
and allow healthy re-growth before livestock
return to graze that area.
Due to the shortage of space I would
recommend that livestock are kept in one area
most of the time and then rotated through the
areas in this design , so that they do not stay in
one area more than a couple of days.
I would recommend the area in zone 4 could be
used as a holding area for livestock most the
time or one or the paddock in zone 3 with willow
trees. The willow trees could then be used as
additional feed when pasture is not readily
available.

Zone 4
1
1. Area to for livestock grazing and holding
livestock to rest main paddock between
rotational grazing. Strip marked by 1 are taller
bee forage shrubs.
2. Bee hives in fenced off area to protect from
livestock.

2
3

3. Olive trees under planted by hardy native
grasses.
4. Cider apple trees, or alternatively same as 3.
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